IMPORTANT: A Tournament Referee will inspect all BEYBLADE BURST tops and launchers prior to each Tournament Round and may choose to inspect at any time and in their sole discretion. Upon request, a player must disassemble his/her BEYBLADE BURST top and allow immediate inspection by the Tournament Referee. Refusal of inspection OR use of equipment that violates the official rules may result in immediate disqualification.

PROHIBITED PRODUCTS:

The following are prohibited and CANNOT be used in National Championships:

- Garuda G3 Energy Layer
- Beyblade Micros
- Past Beyblade Generations
- BEYBLADE BURST Rip Fire Tops
- Tops that do not disassemble, do not burst or are modified.
- Tops or other equipment with broken parts or accessories.

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS:

All equipment used to compete in National Championship tournaments must comply with the following:

1. All equipment must be Hasbro Inc. branded.
2. Tops must contain the following three (3) components: Energy Layer, Forge Disc & Performance Tip.
   - Note: Certain SwitchStrike tops have a two-part forge disc, which are permitted.